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Driving
performance
through
learning

Join the
conversation
#cipdLDshow

Attend the L&D event of the year to:
Learn from 50+ thought leaders and practitioners
• Build your network with 3,500+ L&D professionals
• Choose from 30 sessions to tailor your learning
• Meet 150+ industry experts
•

Book your place at:
cipd.co.uk/LandD

CIPD Learning and Development Show

Ensure L&D is driving higher
performance in your organisation
Performance and productivity, no
matter what business or sector you
work in, are two words that are likely
to keep your senior managers awake
at night. Improving at what you do is
no longer enough if your organisation
wants to survive.

Join the
conversation
#cipdLDshow
Discounts
for CIPD
members

A fresh approach to organisation learning
is a key part of the solution. Performance
and productivity are driven by learning –
not the old paradigm where staff attend
an occasional face-to-face course, but
learning that takes place at the heart of
a business on a daily basis.
The L&D Show Conference 2018 is focused
on supporting organisational performance
through learning. Our speakers include
high-profile authors, thought leaders,
managers in organisations, highlyregarded trainers and facilitators who
provide unique perspectives on how
learning drives performance.
Join us for two days of learning,
connecting, sharing ideas and achieving a
common goal – ensuring that L&D
has a transformational impact on the
organisations in which we work.
Andy Lancaster
Head of Learning and
Development Content, CIPD

25-26 April 2018 Olympia London

Five reasons to attend the
L&D Show Conference

Learn from 50+
thought leaders,
practitioners
and authors

1

3
5

2

Tailor your learning
with 30+ sessions
across 4 diverse
content streams

Become a more effective L&D
professional by updating your
skills and capabilities

4

Build your network
with over 3,500 other
L&D professionals

Get the latest innovations
with 130+ expert suppliers
all under one roof

The CIPD L&D Show in partnership with The Open University.
The Open University offers a wide range of learning solutions to
support organisations’ skills needs – from apprenticeships and
full degrees to short courses and tailored programmes. They are
experts in how adults learn and continue to develop innovative
learning technologies that allow staff to study around their busy
schedules and immediately apply their new skills and knowledge
to the workplace.
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Choose from six
different session formats

Conference at-a-glance
Technology and the
future of learning

Leadership, skills and
talent development

Learning essentials

Strategic L&D for
business performance

Case study

Inspiring keynotes
from L&D thought
leaders

Exclusive access
to stories from
organisations
leading on L&D

Workshop

How to

Delve deeper into
theory and practical
application of key
L&D strategies

E1

L&D talk

09:30 - 10:45

13:45 - 15:00

15:30 - 16:45

The art of motivating What makes inspiring
managers

The strategic skills of the
future L&D professionals

Artificial intelligence in
learning - Friend or foe?

Learning to inspire younger
generations entering the
workplace

Daniel Glaser,
King’s College London

Nicky Moffat CBE,
Former British Army

Robert Ashcroft,
Santander

Prof Rose Luckin,
University College London

Zoe Jackson MBE, Living the Dream
Performing Arts Company

A3

How to

11:15 - 12:30

13:45 - 15:00

Using virtual reality and
innovative learning
techniques to increase
L&D performance

Developing a culture of
innovative self-directed
learning

Nick Hindley, AVEVA Solutions
Pash Reddy, Deloitte

B3

How to

09:30 - 10:45

11:15 - 12:30

How to leverage learning
from your mobile phone

How to future proof
your L&D team - leading
L&D into the future

Andy Lancaster,
CIPD

Angela Cahill,
Barclaycard

W1

Workshop

Gary Spring, Barclays UK
John Shurmer, Barclays UK
David Chivers, Virgin Media

C3

How to

13:45 - 15:00

How to become an
effective coach for
business performance
using 5 core questions
Jonathan Hill,
Catalyst PLD Ltd

C4

Panel discussion

D2

Case study

15:30 - 16:45

D3

How to

15:30 - 16:45

How to curate learning for
performance support

Martin Couzins,
Itsdevelopmental Ltd

D4

Ignites and discussion

09:30 - 12:30

13:45 - 15:00

15:30 - 16:45

How to use learning & performance
management as the catalyst for talent retention

Identifying the most
appropriate learning
technologies to support
business performance

Aligning L&D to
business strategy to
increase performance

Barbara Thompson, PA
Consulting Group
David James, Looop.co
Adam Harwood, ASOS

Glen Butler, Utility Warehouse
Sadie Sharp, Sharp Transformations
Marco Faccini, Learning and
Technology Consultant

Lucinda Carney,
Actus Performance Management Software

09:30 - 10:45

Developing as a learning
organisation that meets
organisational demands

Laura Overton, Towards Maturity
David Spencer, Police Now
Lisa Johnson, Barnardo’s

Case study

E2

Developing coaching
and mentoring skills in
managers to support
people performance
End of conference and exhibition

Steve Webb, BT Fleet Solutions
Paul Milner, IBM

Case study

C2

Networking coffee and explore the exhibition

Creating successful
apprenticeship schemes to
boost your talent pipeline

Case study

Lunch and exhibition time

09:30 - 10:45

Networking coffee and explore the exhibition

11:15 - 12:30

B2

F1

L&D talk

Neuroscience for learning Improving performance
through memorable content

Case study

Panel
discussions
Interactive panel
with experts

Day two
D1

L&D talk

09:30 - 10:45

A2

Engaging sessions
to learn with and
from your peers

Practical sessions
to learn a specific
skill to apply
at work

Mike Mair, Bard Pharmaceuticals
Emma Smythe, BAE Systems plc

How to

E3

H1

L&D talk

L&D talk

15:30 - 16:45

11:15-12:30

13:45 - 15:00

The evolution of leadership
- developing leaders that
are fit for the future

Creating more
impactful learning
through user-led design

The role of learning in
creating inclusive cultures
and organisations

Adam Kingl,
London Business School

Barbara Thompson
PA Consulting Group

Stephen Frost, Author of ‘The
Inclusion Imperative’ & ‘Inclusive
Talent Management’

Case study

F2

Case study

G2
13:45 - 15:00

Designing your workplace
to encourage learning
and collaboration

Developing a cost-effective
L&D strategy from scratch

Nathan Harris, Pearson
Doreen De Bellotte,
Ravensbourne College
Lawrence Zeegen
Ravensbourne College

F3

How to

11:15-12:30

How to enhance your
L&D brand to engage
your learners

How to use learning to
support people through
organisational change

Rachel Kay,
Thales Learning & Development

Vilma Nikolaidou,
University of the Arts London
Colin Coombes, Tate

Workshop

Neil Brown, Inclusion Housing
Michelle Parry-Slater, Girl Guiding

How to

G3
13:45 - 15:00

How to gamify learning with
limited resources

Jez Light, Group,
Group Learning
& Development Manager

G4

Case study

H2
15:30 - 16:45

11:15-12:30

09:30 - 10:45

W2

G1

L&D talk

Panel discussion

Enabling accessible
and responsive learning
through technology
Networking coffee and explore the exhibition

C1

L&D talk

Networking coffee and explore the exhibition

B1

L&D talk

Ignites and
discussion

Dub Lee, Greater Anglia
Edward Gallier, Jurys Inn

How to

H3
15:30 - 16:45

How to design a
transformational leadership
development programme

Karen Barker,
ACC

H4

Ignites and discussion

13:45 - 15:00

15:30 - 16:45

Leveraging data and metrics
to measure the business
impact of your learning

Bridging the skills
gap for increased
business productivity

Developing your own
performance as an
effective L&D professional

Luk Smeyers, iNostix by Deloitte

Lizzie Crowley, CIPD
Matthew Pitt, Veolia
Joe Dromey, IPPR

Fiona McBride,
Fiona McBride Consulting
Gary Cookson, HR and
OD Consultant
Julian Stodd, Sea Salt Learning

09:30 - 12:30

End of conference and exhibition

Day one
A1

Lunch and exhibition time

Follow the colour code to focus on
one specific area or pick and choose
sessions across the four streams.

L&D talk
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Choose your path

A1

Four topic streams focusing on the most
relevant L&D content for your organisation

Technology and the future of learning
Future L&D skills, artificial intelligence and learning technology,
applications of virtual reality and mobile learning
Learning essentials
Including science and neuroscience of learning, effective
content curation, L&D brand, self-directed learning, application
to performance management and user-led design
Leadership, skills and talent development
Effective leadership strategies, leadership development
programmes, line managers and motivation, apprenticeships,
coaching and bridging the skills gap
Strategic L&D for business performance
Learning analytics, inclusive learning, supporting business
change, strategic L&D, alignment to business objectives and
impact on the bottom line

Choose from six different session formats

L&D talk

Case study

Inspiring keynotes
from L&D thought
leaders

Exclusive access
to stories from
organisations
leading on L&D

Workshop

How to

Delve deeper into
theory and practical
application of key
L&D strategies

Practical sessions
to learn a specific
skill to apply
at work

Ignites and
discussion
Engaging sessions
to learn with and
from your peers

Panel
discussions
Interactive panel
with experts

Neuroscience for learning - Improving
performance through memorable content

09:30 - 10:45 | L&D talk
Learning will only deliver tangible benefits if
it is memorable and can be reapplied into the
workplace. Neuroscience can provide us with a
more solid understanding of the mechanisms
behind the acquisition and retention of
learning. Create learning initiatives that deliver
meaningful change that lasts.

Learning essentials

Key learning
• Insights into how the brain acquires, stores
and recalls learning and new information
• Strategies to engage your learners by making
learning applicable to everyday life
• Driving meaningful behavioural change
through memorable experiences

Daniel Glaser, Neuroscientist & Director,
The Science Gallery, King’s College London

A2

Creating successful apprenticeship
schemes to boost your talent pipeline

09:30 - 10:45 | Case study
Apprenticeship schemes are a unique way
for your organisation to acquire and develop
new talent. Hear how two organisations have
developed successful schemes to ensure an
influx of new talent that directly address
critical business issues ranging from an ageing
workforce to developing talent of the future.
Steve Webb, Head of HR,
BT Fleet Solutions

A3

Paul Milner,
Graduate Scheme, IBM

How to leverage learning from your mobile phone

11:30 - 12:20 | How to
Mobile phones have become powerful pocket
computers that have transformed our lives.
The breadth of uses is endless, including a
host of new opportunities and innovative
ways to facilitate learning and professional
development. How can we leverage and
maximise the opportunities for L&D?
Andy Lancaster,
Head of L&D Content, CIPD

Leadership, skills and talent development

Key learning
• How to ensure that your organisation is
future-proof by passing on existing knowledge
through apprenticeship programmes
• Improving the attraction and retention of
apprentices to support diversity strategies
• Overcoming internal barriers to success
by putting apprenticeships at the centre of
the business

Technology and the
future of learning

Key learning
• Explore the research behind and the
application of mobile devices for learning
• Learn 10 practical ways in which you can use
the mobile phone to facilitate learning
• Understand the personal and organisational
conditions we need to create to make full use
of our smartphones

CIPD Learning and Development Show
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W1

How to use learning & performance
management as the catalyst for talent retention

09:30 - 12:30 | Workshop
Many organisations haven’t joined the dots
between quality performance management,
learning and development, engagement and
talent retention. Learn how to help executive
teams to recognise these topics as strategic
drivers of organisational performance rather
than downplay them.
Lucinda Carney, CEO & Founder, Actus
Performance Management Software

B1

The art of motivating What makes inspiring managers

11:15 - 12:30 | L&D talk
To be good leaders and develop highperforming teams we need to inspire and
motivate our people to reach their full
potential. But what are the key skills and
behaviours needed to make great managers,
and how do we develop them?

Nicky Moffat CBE, Former Direct of
Personnel & Brigadier, Former British Army

B2

Using virtual reality and innovative learning
techniques to increase L&D performance

11:15 - 12:30 | Case study
Learning is increasingly moving away from
traditional methods – organisations are now
experimenting with new techniques and
technologies to engage and motivate learners.
See how virtual reality allows users to fully
immerse themselves in the programme

Nick Hindley, Global Learning and
Development Manager, AVEVA Solutions Ltd

Wednesday 25 April
Learning essentials

Key learning
• Embed learning within a continuous
performance management cycle
• Develop an empowered learning culture
to inspire employees and enhance
their performance
• Align your L&D strategy with your
talent strategy to encourage retention
and career progression

Leadership, skills and talent development

Key learning
• How to encourage ownership of change
through clarity, transparency, collaboration
and trust
• Building a culture of empowered leadership,
at all levels
• Learning how to lead, motivate and inspire
teams and individuals to help them achieve
their full potential

Technology and the
future of learning

Key learning
• Cost-effective training solutions that
provide innovation and high-quality
experiences for learners
• Using virtual reality for effective leadership
development on a global scale
• implementing L&D to increase learner
engagement on emerging topics

B3

Strategic L&D for
business performance

How to future proof your L&D team
- leading L&D into the future

11:15 - 12:30 | How to
Whether you are building your L&D team from
scratch or you are looking at developing your
existing team, you need to identify and focus
on the future skills that will make it more
effective and able to deliver on your business
objectives.

Key learning
• Analyse and evaluate how aligned you
and your team are to your business and
learner needs
• Challenge, support and develop learning
programmes to increase overall performance
• Encourage continuous development as an
effective way to drive change

Angela Cahill,
Learning Manager, Barclaycard

C1

Strategic L&D for
business performance

The strategic skills of the future L&D professionals

13:45 - 15:00 | L&D talk
From delivering on the business strategy and
driving innovation, to providing for more
demanding learners, we need to develop
new skills that will enable us to respond to
requirements and remain relevant. How can we
do it effectively and bring our learning offer
into the future?

Key learning
• Embracing the organisational strategy,
agile thinking and innovative ways of working
• Developing commercial acumen and
strategic thinking in learning professionals
• The future for learning management systems
and learning as a media experience

Robert Ashcroft, Head of Learning
Strategy and Development, Santander

C2

Developing a culture of
innovative self-directed learning

13:45 - 15:00 | Case study
Self-directed learning is becoming one of the
essential competencies for employees. How
can organisations make sure they support
people to become more responsible for their
own development and help shape their own
learning paths?

Gary Spring, Head of Learning
Design, Barclays UK

Learning essentials

Key learning
• Moving away from traditional
training towards more innovative and
experiential learning
• Identifying what learners want and creating
opportunities that meet their demands
• Creating digital academies and promoting
peer-to-peer learning

John Shurmer, Head of Digital
Learning, Barclays UK

David Chivers, Head of Learning
Operations, Virgin Media
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C3

Learning and Talent Development
Masterclass

How to become an effective coach for
business performance using 5 core questions

13:45 - 15:00 | How to
The ability to effectively coach people quickly
and with impact is proving to be a valuable
skill in every organisation. Enable you and
your teams to increase the focus, courage and
resilience you need to thrive in work.

Wednesday 25 April

Key learning
• Discover the three vicious circles that
managers and their teams get stuck in and
the five core questions to break them
• Learn how to have practical and effective
coaching conversations in less than 10 minutes
• Develop a coaching framework ready to
implement in your own organisation.

Jonathan Hill,
Founder & Managing Director, Catalyst PLD Ltd

C4

Barbara Thompson, Learning Innovation
Consultant, PA Consulting Group

D1

Technology and the
future of learning

15:30 - 16:45 | L&D talk
We need to understand the possibilities and
potential shortfalls brought about by new
technology. Is artificial intelligence a blessing
or a curse for L&D? How will it reshape the
way we learn and provide learning? How will it
enhance the learning experience?

Prof Rose Luckin, Professor of Learner
Centred Design, University College London

Key learning
• Understanding your learners’ needs to help
drive your decision-making
• How to make the learning experience
personalised through technology
• Helping L&D fully embrace digital by
focusing on solving problems they really
need to solve

David James, Digital Learning
Specialist, Looop.co

Artificial intelligence in learning - Friend or foe?

15:30 - 16:45 | Case study
When organisational demands change, the
learning strategy and focus must evolve.
Hear practical examples and evolve your
learning strategy to drive business needs;
from scaling up a graduate scheme to boost
talent pipelines, to implementing technology
and streamlining processes.

Adam Harwood, Digital Learning
Development Partner, ASOS

Technology and the
future of learning

Key learning
• The impact of AI and technology on jobs,
workplace, security and the way we learn
• Ways of using technology to create better
inclusion and better experience in learning
• How AI can help us solve the challenges
we face in teaching and learning

D3

Strategic L&D for
business performance

Developing as a learning organisation
that meets organisational demands

Laura Overton,
Founder, Towards Maturity

Identifying the most appropriate learning
technologies to support business performance

13:45 - 15:00 | Panel discussion
As learning technologies have become more of
a viable tool for organisations, it’s increasingly
important to ensure that you choose the best
fit for your workforce. Hear from learning
technology experts as they discuss what
elements we need to consider when investing
in learning technology.

D2

David Spencer,
Chief Executive Police Now

Key learning
• The latest research on creating a
learning organisation to meet your
organisational objectives
• How changes to the police and people
development are transforming communities
• Maximizing the use of resources and
better leveraging existing knowledge
Lisa Johnson, Head of Learning
and Communication Barnardo’s

Learning essentials

How to curate learning for performance support

15:30 - 16:45 | How to
Kick the habit of creating content to help
overcome performance challenges. Learn
how to use content you have internally more
effectively, and how to source content for free
elsewhere. Curation enables you to design
learning using the best resources available
to you.

Key learning
• Learn what curation is and offers you
as an L&D professional
• Identify opportunities for using curation
in learning design
• Design learning using a curated approach

Martin Couzins,
Director, Itsdevelopmental Ltd

D4

Strategic L&D for
business performance

Aligning L&D to business
strategy to increase performance

15:30 - 16:45 | Ignites and discussion
Align learning needs with your own business
objectives, tailored to your people requirements and learning styles. How do we pin
down the real learning needs of both people
and organisations?

Glen Butler, Learning & Development
Manager, Utility Warehouse

Key learning
• Asking the right questions to pin down the
actual business requirements
• Immersing yourself in your learners’ day to
understand their real needs
• Using free learning technology to deliver
tangible business impact

Sadie Sharp, Transformational
OD Consultant & Director
Sharp Transformations

Marco Faccini, Learning and
Technology Consultant
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E1

Thursday 26 April
Technology and the
future of learning

Learning to inspire younger
generations entering the workplace

9:30 - 10:45 | L&D talk
Millennials are entering employment in vast
numbers and will make up to 50% of the
global workforce by 2020. Close behind them
are the divergent Generation Z. Explore what
you can do to ensure that your organisation
appeals to the best talent from younger
generations.

Key learning
• Implementing strategies that ensure younger
generations find your business attractive
• Cultivating potential young employees’
interest by offering unique development
opportunities
• Retaining younger generations by ensuring
recruitment promises are delivered

Zoe Jackson MBE, Founder, Living
the Dream Performing Arts Company

E2

Leadership, skills and talent development

9:30 - 10:45 | Case study
Equipping your line managers with effective
coaching and mentoring abilities is an
efficient way to devolve conflict resolution
responsibilities from HR and L&D, as well as
increase team rapport and trust. Learn how
to successfully empower your managers as
coaches and mentors.

E3

How to enhance your L&D
brand to engage your learners

9:30 - 10:45 | How to
Deliver an engaging package of L&D
solutions which supports business growth
and capability development. Encourage
employees to own their own professional
development, keeping them engaged
throughout their own personal learning
journeys.
Rachel Kay, Managing Director
Thales Learning & Development

09:30 - 12:30 | Workshop
Using data and metrics can be invaluable for
L&D professionals not only to identify learners’
needs but also to measure the success of our
interventions and our teams. Get a practical
toolkit that will enable you to identify learning
needs and quantify learning performance.

Key learning
• Identifying employees’ needs to design a
unique coaching and mentoring programme
• How to implement an initiative that
has a real-life practical application for
short-term results
• Measuring coaching progress against
employee performance to track outcomes

Emma Smythe, Head of
Learning, BAE Systems plc

F1

11:15 - 12:30 | How to
A new kind of leadership is needed for
organisations to be agile, creative and
adaptable, and to succeed in the global
market. Learn what leaders of the future look
like, and how to develop them. Rethink your
management models, and provide learning
that will create future leaders.

Key learning
• How to create an environment that lives and
breathes continuous learning
• Defining your L&D brand proposition and
making sure that it responds to your
learners’ needs
• Making your learning offer more
appealing and embedding it within your
performance measures

F2

Key learning
• An in-depth understanding of how data
and analytics can support learning design
and impact
• The data points and metrics that you
should collect and leverage to support
your learning strategy
• Develop your own approach to using data by
hearing how leading organisations leverage it

The evolution of leadership
- developing leaders that are fit for the future

Adam Kingl, Executive Director,
Thought Leadership, London Business School

Learning essentials

Strategic L&D for
business performance

Leveraging data and metrics to measure
the business impact of your learning

Luk Smeyers
Co-founder, iNostix by Deloitte

Developing coaching and mentoring
skills in managers to support

Mike Mair, Head of Learning &
Development, Bard Pharmaceuticals

W2

Leadership, skills and talent development

Key learning
• The evolution and replacement of leadership
strategies from the industrial revolution to
the networked age
• Developing a future-focused leadership
philosophy based on generational insights
• Providing early, rich, different and
cost-effective learning experiences to
develop future leaders

Designing your workplace to
encourage learning and collaboration

11:15 - 12:30 | Case study
Understand how people behave, interact
and communicate to design or adapt your
workspaces in a way that will encourage
creativity, learning and collaboration. Hear
from organisations who identified their
needs, redesigned and built their working
environments for better results.
Nathan Harris, Director of User
Experience and Design, Pearson

Learning essentials

Key learning
• Identifying the reasons behind re-adapting
the physical work environment
• Why one workplace design doesn’t fit all
and what to consider when designing the
new space
• Striking a balance between focusing on new
technology and maximising human potential

Doreen De Bellotte, HR Director
Ravensbourne College

Lawrence Zeegen, Dean of
Design, Ravensbourne College
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F3

Strategic L&D for
business performance

How to use learning to support
people through organisational change

11:15 - 12:30 | How to
Organisational change and transformation
often creates uncertainty and disengagement.
Keep employees motivated to make them
stronger at the end of the journey, and equip
them with new skills that help them thrive in
the new circumstances.

Vilma Nikolaidou, Associate Director of
People Strategy, University of the Arts London

G1

Thursday 26 April

Key learning
• How to use coaching conversations to get
people thinking about their own strengths and
how they can build on them
• How to encourage teams to collaborate,
harnessing ideas and tapping into creativity
• How to ensure you role model the
behaviours of an engaging leader

Colin Coombes,
Learning and Development Tate

Creating more impactful
learning through user-led design

Key learning
• Asking better questions
build it for the people
• The secret to great learning design
reduce the friction and release potential
• Experimenting your way to success
test, listen and learn

Barbara Thompson, Learning Innovation
Consultant, PA Consulting Group

G2

Strategic L&D for
business performance

13:45 - 15:00 | Case study
Discover how building your own L&D
strategy is a savvy way to reduce costs.
Create your own innovative programmes
focussed on developing skills, increasing
productivity and organisational growth
using accessible resources.

Neil Brown, Chief Executive,
Inclusion Housing

13:45 - 15:00 | How to
Gamifying learning provides an opportunity
to refresh your content in a way that makes
learning fun, engaging and competitive.
Discover how to gamify content and engage
people more effectively without extensive
outlay.

G4

Key learning
• How they approached evidence gathering
and setting the direction to create a strategy
• Building a programme that increases
productivity and margins, but reduces costs
• Measuring progress effectively to
continuously re-align the strategy
towards your goals

Michelle Parry-Slater, Kairos
Modern Learning & Girlguiding

Key learning
• Use gamification to engage your
teams in learning with measurable impact
• Gamify your content to engage line
managers and employees in the
learning process
• Deliver this successfully to your teams,
even with limited resources.

Bridging the skills gap for
increased business productivity

13:45 - 15:00 | Panel discussion
The UK needs more skilled professionals and
there is a need for highly skilled individuals
to work in the digital industries, engineering,
and in other growing sectors. The panel
will explore how L&D professionals have
an important part to play in increasing
productivity.
Lizzie Crowley,
Skills Adviser, CIPD

Developing a cost-effective
L&D strategy from scratch

Technology and the
future of learning

How to curate learning for performance support

Jez Light, Group Learning
& Development Manager, SuperGroup plc

Learning essentials

13:45 - 15:00 | L&D talk
Understanding your audience is critical to
creating inspiring products and experiences.
The same applies to the design of learning.
Explore how the learning experience is a way
of thinking that is central to creating
personal, relevant, and effective resources.

G3

H1

Leadership, skills and talent development

Key learning
• Learn the extent of the skills gap in
UK PLC and the main challenges
• Discover how L&D practitioners can work
together with HR and the business to meet
the challenge head-on
• Understand the talent pipeline, and
potential policy solutions to the skills gap

Matthew Pitt, Head of
People Development, Veolia

The role of learning in creating
inclusive cultures and organisations

11:30 - 12:20 | L&D talk
Learning has a key role to play in driving
inclusion within organisations. Design and
deliver programmes that are not only able to
engage a diverse workforce but that are also
effective in raising awareness. Remove bias
and promote an inclusive environment.
Stephen Frost, Author of ‘The Inclusion
Imperative’ & ‘Inclusive Talent Management’

Joe Dromey, Senior
Research Fellow, IPPR

Strategic L&D for
business performance

Key learning
• What inclusive learning looks like and how it
increases engagement and effectiveness
• How to structure your initiatives to raise
awareness and reduce bias
• Tips and strategies to drive culture change
and inclusion in the long-term
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H2

Technology and the
future of learning

Enabling accessible and responsive
learning through technology

15:30 - 16:45 | Case study
An influx of new technology and innovation is
enabling learning to be accessed anywhere,
anytime and at the point of need. Learn
how to harness technology to improve the
efficiency of your L&D programmes.

Dub Lee, Blended Learning
Partner, Greater Anglia

H3

Key learning
• Using technology to create a culture of social
learning and promote informal learning
• Ensuring bespoke and accessible learning
for a dispersed workforce
• Proving the need for informal learning
and articulating the benefits

Edward Gallier,
Head of L&D Jurys Inn

How to design a transformational
leadership development programme

15:30 - 16:45 | How to
Nurturing the talent of your organisation’s
future leaders is a key priority, as it helps
safeguard your business’s future prosperity.
Learn how to create your own tailored
leadership development programme that is
aligned with your organisational objectives.

Leadership, skills and talent development

Key learning
• Take a step-by-step approach to
designing your in-house leadership
development programme
• Incorporate evidence-based factors to
establish its credibility and value
• Apply different models to mould your
own initiative that’s ready to implement

Karen Barker, Senior
Executive Coach, ACC

H4

Developing your own performance
as an effective L&D professional

Learning essentials

15:30 - 16:45 | Ignites and discussion
To have credibility and influence clients
and organisations, L&D professionals
must develop their own performance and
keep abreast of the changing needs of
our profession. What are the development
activities you should engage in?

Fiona McBride, Freelance L&D
Consultant, Fiona McBride Consulting

Key learning
• Using social media effectively to
navigate through the latest development
in the profession
• Leveraging communities of practice
to increase your own performance
• The evolution of the modern
learning professional

Gary Cookson,
HR and L&D Consultant

Julian Stodd,
Captain, Sea Salt Learning

Event ticket pricing
Individual delegate ticket options
Two full days (8 sessions)

Member
Non - Member

£1079
£1229

6 sessions

Member
Non - Member

£865
£985

One full day/4 sessions*

Member
Non - Member

£589
£675

2 sessions or 1 workshop**

Member
Non - Member

£309
£349

Group delegate ticket options
Offer A - 10 sessions
Offer B - 16 Sessions

£1505
£2349

Group delegate tickets can be shared between 2 - 5 people, and delegates may
attend the same sessions

CIPD Student member ticktes ***
Two full days
* Choose to attend 4 sessions on either day or 4 sessions across the two days.
** Workshops last for 3 hours and count as 2 sessions.
*** Student discount available only to CIPD student members currently
studying a CIPD-approved or awarded qualification at a CIPD centre
(college, university or training provider) - please provide your membership
number in section 3. To see all of our T&Cs, please visit cipd.co.uk/LandD

£539

Book
online
cipd.co.uk/
LandD

CIPD Learning and Development Show

Remember, your
conference ticket
includes FREE
entry to the L&D
Show Exhibition

25-26 April 2018 Olympia London

· Keep up-to-date with the latest advances
in the L&D industry from 130+ suppliers
and 50+ free learning sessions
· Get ideas from expert suppliers to take
back to the workplace
· Make valuable connections and increase
your network with peers

Meet the
CIPD team

Meet 150+ top L&D
suppliers, including:
·
·
·
·
·
·

The Open University
Rising Vibe Ltd
ICS Learn
Leading Edge Leadership
Your Career Academy
Acteon

Book
your place
k
u
.
o
c
.
d
p
i
c
/LandD

·
·
·
·

AVADO
Engage in Learning
Impact
Insights Learning and
Development
· KnowledgePoint Limited

· ILM

We’re the professional body for
experts in people at work and the
voice of a worldwide community
of more than 145,000 members,
committed to championing better work
and working lives. Speak to the team
on Stand 528 about membership, our
award-winning L&D qualifications
and how we can support you
and your professional
development.

Lucy Godwin, University
Relationships Manager,
MyKindaFuture

Join the discussion online
Connect with your community! Don’t
wait until the show to make connections;
join our social channels today!
“It was a
brilliant day. I found
every aspect of the day
useful; from networking to
the presentations”

Follow @CIPD
#cipdLDshow

Like our page
/CIPDUK

Join the CIPD Conferences
and Exhibitions group

“This was a
fantastic and
energetic event, the
insight sessions were
great for sparking
discussion and providing
practical techniques to
develop L&D both for
users and for the business.”

Harry Dean,
L&D Business Partner,
1ST CENTRAL

